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Abstract

that implement mutually exclusive access to critical resources.
One approach to coordination is to develop services
for each of the different coordination needs. For example, Amazon Simple Queue Service [3] focuses specifically on queuing. Other services have been developed specifically for leader election [25] and configuration [27]. Services that implement more powerful primitives can be used to implement less powerful ones. For
example, Chubby [6] is a locking service with strong
synchronization guarantees. Locks can then be used to
implement leader election, group membership, etc.
When designing our coordination service, we moved
away from implementing specific primitives on the
server side, and instead we opted for exposing an API
that enables application developers to implement their
own primitives. Such a choice led to the implementation of a coordination kernel that enables new primitives
without requiring changes to the service core. This approach enables multiple forms of coordination adapted to
the requirements of applications, instead of constraining
developers to a fixed set of primitives.
When designing the API of ZooKeeper, we moved
away from blocking primitives, such as locks. Blocking
primitives for a coordination service can cause, among
other problems, slow or faulty clients to impact negatively the performance of faster clients. The implementation of the service itself becomes more complicated
if processing requests depends on responses and failure detection of other clients. Our system, Zookeeper,
hence implements an API that manipulates simple waitfree data objects organized hierarchically as in file systems. In fact, the ZooKeeper API resembles the one of
any other file system, and looking at just the API signatures, ZooKeeper seems to be Chubby without the lock
methods, open, and close. Implementing wait-free data
objects, however, differentiates ZooKeeper significantly
from systems based on blocking primitives such as locks.
Although the wait-free property is important for per-

In this paper, we describe ZooKeeper, a service for coordinating processes of distributed applications. Since
ZooKeeper is part of critical infrastructure, ZooKeeper
aims to provide a simple and high performance kernel
for building more complex coordination primitives at the
client. It incorporates elements from group messaging,
shared registers, and distributed lock services in a replicated, centralized service. The interface exposed by ZooKeeper has the wait-free aspects of shared registers with
an event-driven mechanism similar to cache invalidations
of distributed file systems to provide a simple, yet powerful coordination service.
The ZooKeeper interface enables a high-performance
service implementation. In addition to the wait-free
property, ZooKeeper provides a per client guarantee of
FIFO execution of requests and linearizability for all requests that change the ZooKeeper state. These design decisions enable the implementation of a high performance
processing pipeline with read requests being satisfied by
local servers. We show for the target workloads, 2:1
to 100:1 read to write ratio, that ZooKeeper can handle
tens to hundreds of thousands of transactions per second.
This performance allows ZooKeeper to be used extensively by client applications.

1

Introduction

Large-scale distributed applications require different
forms of coordination. Configuration is one of the most
basic forms of coordination. In its simplest form, configuration is just a list of operational parameters for the
system processes, whereas more sophisticated systems
have dynamic configuration parameters. Group membership and leader election are also common in distributed
systems: often processes need to know which other processes are alive and what those processes are in charge
of. Locks constitute a powerful coordination primitive
1

formance and fault tolerance, it is not sufficient for coordination. We have also to provide order guarantees for
operations. In particular, we have found that guaranteeing both FIFO client ordering of all operations and linearizable writes enables an efficient implementation of
the service and it is sufficient to implement coordination
primitives of interest to our applications. In fact, we can
implement consensus for any number of processes with
our API, and according to the hierarchy of Herlihy, ZooKeeper implements a universal object [14].
The ZooKeeper service comprises an ensemble of
servers that use replication to achieve high availability
and performance. Its high performance enables applications comprising a large number of processes to use
such a coordination kernel to manage all aspects of coordination. We were able to implement ZooKeeper using a simple pipelined architecture that allows us to have
hundreds or thousands of requests outstanding while still
achieving low latency. Such a pipeline naturally enables
the execution of operations from a single client in FIFO
order. Guaranteeing FIFO client order enables clients to
submit operations asynchronously. With asynchronous
operations, a client is able to have multiple outstanding
operations at a time. This feature is desirable, for example, when a new client becomes a leader and it has to manipulate metadata and update it accordingly. Without the
possibility of multiple outstanding operations, the time
of initialization can be of the order of seconds instead of
sub-second.
To guarantee that update operations satisfy linearizability, we implement a leader-based atomic broadcast
protocol [23], called Zab [24]. A typical workload
of a ZooKeeper application, however, is dominated by
read operations and it becomes desirable to scale read
throughput. In ZooKeeper, servers process read operations locally, and we do not use Zab to totally order them.
Caching data on the client side is an important technique to increase the performance of reads. For example,
it is useful for a process to cache the identifier of the
current leader instead of probing ZooKeeper every time
it needs to know the leader. ZooKeeper uses a watch
mechanism to enable clients to cache data without managing the client cache directly. With this mechanism,
a client can watch for an update to a given data object,
and receive a notification upon an update. Chubby manages the client cache directly. It blocks updates to invalidate the caches of all clients caching the data being
changed. Under this design, if any of these clients is
slow or faulty, the update is delayed. Chubby uses leases
to prevent a faulty client from blocking the system indefinitely. Leases, however, only bound the impact of slow
or faulty clients, whereas ZooKeeper watches avoid the
problem altogether.
In this paper we discuss our design and implementa-

tion of ZooKeeper. With ZooKeeper, we are able to implement all coordination primitives that our applications
require, even though only writes are linearizable. To validate our approach we show how we implement some
coordination primitives with ZooKeeper.
To summarize, in this paper our main contributions are:
Coordination kernel: We propose a wait-free coordination service with relaxed consistency guarantees
for use in distributed systems. In particular, we describe our design and implementation of a coordination kernel, which we have used in many critical applications to implement various coordination
techniques.
Coordination recipes: We show how ZooKeeper can
be used to build higher level coordination primitives, even blocking and strongly consistent primitives, that are often used in distributed applications.
Experience with Coordination: We share some of the
ways that we use ZooKeeper and evaluate its performance.

2

The ZooKeeper service

Clients submit requests to ZooKeeper through a client
API using a ZooKeeper client library. In addition to exposing the ZooKeeper service interface through the client
API, the client library also manages the network connections between the client and ZooKeeper servers.
In this section, we first provide a high-level view of the
ZooKeeper service. We then discuss the API that clients
use to interact with ZooKeeper.
Terminology. In this paper, we use client to denote a
user of the ZooKeeper service, server to denote a process
providing the ZooKeeper service, and znode to denote
an in-memory data node in the ZooKeeper data, which
is organized in a hierarchical namespace referred to as
the data tree. We also use the terms update and write to
refer to any operation that modifies the state of the data
tree. Clients establish a session when they connect to
ZooKeeper and obtain a session handle through which
they issue requests.

2.1

Service overview

ZooKeeper provides to its clients the abstraction of a set
of data nodes (znodes), organized according to a hierarchical name space. The znodes in this hierarchy are data
objects that clients manipulate through the ZooKeeper
API. Hierarchical name spaces are commonly used in file
systems. It is a desirable way of organizing data objects,
since users are used to this abstraction and it enables better organization of application meta-data. To refer to a
2

chical keys. The hierarchal namespace is useful for allocating subtrees for the namespace of different applications and for setting access rights to those subtrees. We
also exploit the concept of directories on the client side to
build higher level primitives as we will see in section 2.4.
Unlike files in file systems, znodes are not designed
for general data storage. Instead, znodes map to abstractions of the client application, typically corresponding
to meta-data used for coordination purposes. To illustrate, in Figure 1 we have two subtrees, one for Application 1 (/app1) and another for Application 2 (/app2).
The subtree for Application 1 implements a simple group
membership protocol: each client process pi creates a
znode p i under /app1, which persists as long as the
process is running.
Although znodes have not been designed for general
data storage, ZooKeeper does allow clients to store some
information that can be used for meta-data or configuration in a distributed computation. For example, in a
leader-based application, it is useful for an application
server that is just starting to learn which other server is
currently the leader. To accomplish this goal, we can
have the current leader write this information in a known
location in the znode space. Znodes also have associated
meta-data with time stamps and version counters, which
allow clients to track changes to znodes and execute conditional updates based on the version of the znode.

given znode, we use the standard UNIX notation for file
system paths. For example, we use /A/B/C to denote
the path to znode C, where C has B as its parent and B
has A as its parent. All znodes store data, and all znodes,
except for ephemeral znodes, can have children.
/

/app1

/app1/p_1

/app1/p_2

/app2

/app1/p_3

Figure 1: Illustration of ZooKeeper hierarchical name
space.

There are two types of znodes that a client can create:
Regular: Clients manipulate regular znodes by creating
and deleting them explicitly;
Ephemeral: Clients create such znodes, and they either delete them explicitly, or let the system remove
them automatically when the session that creates
them terminates (deliberately or due to a failure).
Additionally, when creating a new znode, a client can
set a sequential flag. Nodes created with the sequential flag set have the value of a monotonically increasing counter appended to its name. If n is the new znode
and p is the parent znode, then the sequence value of n
is never smaller than the value in the name of any other
sequential znode ever created under p.
ZooKeeper implements watches to allow clients to
receive timely notifications of changes without requiring polling. When a client issues a read operation
with a watch flag set, the operation completes as normal except that the server promises to notify the client
when the information returned has changed. Watches
are one-time triggers associated with a session; they
are unregistered once triggered or the session closes.
Watches indicate that a change has happened, but do
not provide the change. For example, if a client issues a getData(‘‘/foo’’, true) before “/foo”
is changed twice, the client will get one watch event
telling the client that data for “/foo” has changed. Session events, such as connection loss events, are also sent
to watch callbacks so that clients know that watch events
may be delayed.

Sessions. A client connects to ZooKeeper and initiates
a session. Sessions have an associated timeout. ZooKeeper considers a client faulty if it does not receive anything from its session for more than that timeout. A session ends when clients explicitly close a session handle
or ZooKeeper detects that a clients is faulty. Within a session, a client observes a succession of state changes that
reflect the execution of its operations. Sessions enable a
client to move transparently from one server to another
within a ZooKeeper ensemble, and hence persist across
ZooKeeper servers.

2.2

Client API

We present below a relevant subset of the ZooKeeper
API, and discuss the semantics of each request.
create(path, data, flags): Creates a znode
with path name path, stores data[] in it, and
returns the name of the new znode. flags enables a client to select the type of znode: regular,
ephemeral, and set the sequential flag;
delete(path, version): Deletes the znode
path if that znode is at the expected version;
exists(path, watch): Returns true if the znode
with path name path exists, and returns false otherwise. The watch flag enables a client to set a

Data model. The data model of ZooKeeper is essentially a file system with a simplified API and only full
data reads and writes, or a key/value table with hierar3

watch on the znode;
getData(path, watch): Returns the data and
meta-data, such as version information, associated
with the znode. The watch flag works in the same
way as it does for exists(), except that ZooKeeper does not set the watch if the znode does not
exist;
setData(path, data, version): Writes
data[] to znode path if the version number is
the current version of the znode;
getChildren(path, watch): Returns the set of
names of the children of a znode;
sync(path): Waits for all updates pending at the start
of the operation to propagate to the server that the
client is connected to. The path is currently ignored.
All methods have both a synchronous and an asynchronous version available through the API. An application uses the synchronous API when it needs to execute
a single ZooKeeper operation and it has no concurrent
tasks to execute, so it makes the necessary ZooKeeper
call and blocks. The asynchronous API, however, enables an application to have both multiple outstanding
ZooKeeper operations and other tasks executed in parallel. The ZooKeeper client guarantees that the corresponding callbacks for each operation are invoked in order.
Note that ZooKeeper does not use handles to access
znodes. Each request instead includes the full path of
the znode being operated on. Not only does this choice
simplifies the API (no open() or close() methods),
but it also eliminates extra state that the server would
need to maintain.
Each of the update methods take an expected version number, which enables the implementation of conditional updates. If the actual version number of the znode does not match the expected version number the update fails with an unexpected version error. If the version
number is −1, it does not perform version checking.

2.3

client to have multiple outstanding operations, and consequently we can choose to guarantee no specific order
for outstanding operations of the same client or to guarantee FIFO order. We choose the latter for our property.
It is important to observe that all results that hold for
linearizable objects also hold for A-linearizable objects
because a system that satisfies A-linearizability also satisfies linearizability. Because only update requests are Alinearizable, ZooKeeper processes read requests locally
at each replica. This allows the service to scale linearly
as servers are added to the system.
To see how these two guarantees interact, consider the
following scenario. A system comprising a number of
processes elects a leader to command worker processes.
When a new leader takes charge of the system, it must
change a large number of configuration parameters and
notify the other processes once it finishes. We then have
two important requirements:
• As the new leader starts making changes, we do not
want other processes to start using the configuration
that is being changed;
• If the new leader dies before the configuration has
been fully updated, we do not want the processes to
use this partial configuration.
Observe that distributed locks, such as the locks provided by Chubby, would help with the first requirement
but are insufficient for the second. With ZooKeeper,
the new leader can designate a path as the ready znode;
other processes will only use the configuration when that
znode exists. The new leader makes the configuration
change by deleting ready, updating the various configuration znodes, and creating ready. All of these changes
can be pipelined and issued asynchronously to quickly
update the configuration state. Although the latency of a
change operation is of the order of 2 milliseconds, a new
leader that must update 5000 different znodes will take
10 seconds if the requests are issued one after the other;
by issuing the requests asynchronously the requests will
take less than a second. Because of the ordering guarantees, if a process sees the ready znode, it must also see
all the configuration changes made by the new leader. If
the new leader dies before the ready znode is created, the
other processes know that the configuration has not been
finalized and do not use it.
The above scheme still has a problem: what happens
if a process sees that ready exists before the new leader
starts to make a change and then starts reading the configuration while the change is in progress. This problem
is solved by the ordering guarantee for the notifications:
if a client is watching for a change, the client will see
the notification event before it sees the new state of the
system after the change is made. Consequently, if the
process that reads the ready znode requests to be notified
of changes to that znode, it will see a notification inform-

ZooKeeper guarantees

ZooKeeper has two basic ordering guarantees:
Linearizable writes: all requests that update the state
of ZooKeeper are serializable and respect precedence;
FIFO client order: all requests from a given client are
executed in the order that they were sent by the
client.
Note that our definition of linearizability is different
from the one originally proposed by Herlihy [15], and
we call it A-linearizability (asynchronous linearizability). In the original definition of linearizability by Herlihy, a client is only able to have one outstanding operation at a time (a client is one thread). In ours, we allow a
4

ing the client of the change before it can read any of the
new configuration.
Another problem can arise when clients have their own
communication channels in addition to ZooKeeper. For
example, consider two clients A and B that have a shared
configuration in ZooKeeper and communicate through a
shared communication channel. If A changes the shared
configuration in ZooKeeper and tells B of the change
through the shared communication channel, B would expect to see the change when it re-reads the configuration.
If B’s ZooKeeper replica is slightly behind A’s, it may
not see the new configuration. Using the above guarantees B can make sure that it sees the most up-to-date
information by issuing a write before re-reading the configuration. To handle this scenario more efficiently ZooKeeper provides the sync request: when followed by
a read, constitutes a slow read. sync causes a server
to apply all pending write requests before processing the
read without the overhead of a full write. This primitive
is similar in idea to the flush primitive of ISIS [5].
ZooKeeper also has the following two liveness and
durability guarantees: if a majority of ZooKeeper servers
are active and communicating the service will be available; and if the ZooKeeper service responds successfully
to a change request, that change persists across any number of failures as long as a quorum of servers is eventually able to recover.

2.4

the most recent information. For example, if a process
watching zc is notified of a change to zc and before it
can issue a read for zc there are three more changes to
zc , the process does not receive three more notification
events. This does not affect the behavior of the process,
since those three events would have simply notified the
process of something it already knows: the information
it has for zc is stale.

Rendezvous Sometimes in distributed systems, it is
not always clear a priori what the final system configuration will look like. For example, a client may want to
start a master process and several worker processes, but
the starting processes is done by a scheduler, so the client
does not know ahead of time information such as addresses and ports that it can give the worker processes to
connect to the master. We handle this scenario with ZooKeeper using a rendezvous znode, zr , which is an node
created by the client. The client passes the full pathname
of zr as a startup parameter of the master and worker
processes. When the master starts it fills in zr with information about addresses and ports it is using. When
workers start, they read zr with watch set to true. If zr
has not been filled in yet, the worker waits to be notified
when zr is updated. If zr is an ephemeral node, master
and worker processes can watch for zr to be deleted and
clean themselves up when the client ends.

Examples of primitives

In this section, we show how to use the ZooKeeper API
to implement more powerful primitives. The ZooKeeper
service knows nothing about these more powerful primitives since they are entirely implemented at the client using the ZooKeeper client API. Some common primitives
such as group membership and configuration management are also wait-free. For others, such as rendezvous,
clients need to wait for an event. Even though ZooKeeper
is wait-free, we can implement efficient blocking primitives with ZooKeeper. ZooKeeper’s ordering guarantees
allow efficient reasoning about system state, and watches
allow for efficient waiting.

Group Membership We take advantage of ephemeral
nodes to implement group membership. Specifically, we
use the fact that ephemeral nodes allow us to see the state
of the session that created the node. We start by designating a znode, zg to represent the group. When a process
member of the group starts, it creates an ephemeral child
znode under zg . If each process has a unique name or
identifier, then that name is used as the name of the child
znode; otherwise, the process creates the znode with the
SEQUENTIAL flag to obtain a unique name assignment.
Processes may put process information in the data of the
child znode, addresses and ports used by the process, for
example.
After the child znode is created under zg the process
starts normally. It does not need to do anything else. If
the process fails or ends, the znode that represents it under zg is automatically removed.
Processes can obtain group information by simply listing the children of zg . If a process wants to monitor
changes in group membership, the process can set the
watch flag to true and refresh the group information (always setting the watch flag to true) when change notifications are received.

Configuration Management ZooKeeper can be used
to implement dynamic configuration in a distributed application. In its simplest form configuration is stored in
a znode, zc . Processes start up with the full pathname
of zc . Starting processes obtain their configuration by
reading zc with the watch flag set to true. If the configuration in zc is ever updated, the processes are notified
and read the new configuration, again setting the watch
flag to true.
Note that in this scheme, as in most others that use
watches, watches are used to make sure that a process has
5

Simple Locks Although ZooKeeper is not a lock service, it can be used to implement locks. Applications
using ZooKeeper usually use synchronization primitives
tailored to their needs, such as those shown above. Here
we show how to implement locks with ZooKeeper to
show that it can implement a wide variety of general synchronization primitives.
The simplest lock implementation uses “lock files”.
The lock is represented by a znode. To acquire a lock,
a client tries to create the designated znode with the
EPHEMERAL flag. If the create succeeds, the client
holds the lock. Otherwise, the client can read the znode with the watch flag set to be notified if the current
leader dies. A client releases the lock when it dies or explicitly deletes the znode. Other clients that are waiting
for a lock try again to acquire a lock once they observe
the znode being deleted.
While this simple locking protocol works, it does have
some problems. First, it suffers from the herd effect. If
there are many clients waiting to acquire a lock, they will
all vie for the lock when it is released even though only
one client can acquire the lock. Second, it only implements exclusive locking. The following two primitives
show how both of these problems can be overcome.

EPHEMERAL flag on creation, processes that crash will
automatically cleanup any lock requests or release any
locks that they may have.
In summary, this locking scheme has the following advantages:
1. The removal of a znode only causes one client to
wake up, since each znode is watched by exactly
one other client, so we do not have the herd effect;
2. There is no polling or timeouts;
3. Because of the way we have implemented locking,
we can see by browsing the ZooKeeper data the
amount of lock contention, break locks, and debug
locking problems.
Read/Write Locks To implement read/write locks we
change the lock procedure slightly and have separate
read lock and write lock procedures. The unlock procedure is the same as the global lock case.
Write Lock
1 n = create(l + “/write-”, EPHEMERAL|SEQUENTIAL)
2 C = getChildren(l, false)
3 if n is lowest znode in C, exit
4 p = znode in C ordered just before n
5 if exists(p, true) wait for event
6 goto 2
Read Lock
1 n = create(l + “/read-”, EPHEMERAL|SEQUENTIAL)
2 C = getChildren(l, false)
3 if no write znodes lower than n in C, exit
4 p = write znode in C ordered just before n
5 if exists(p, true) wait for event
6 goto 3

Simple Locks without Herd Effect We define a lock
znode l to implement such locks. Intuitively we line up
all the clients requesting the lock and each client obtains
the lock in order of request arrival. Thus, clients wishing
to obtain the lock do the following:

This lock procedure varies slightly from the previous
locks. Write locks differ only in naming. Since read
locks may be shared, lines 3 and 4 vary slightly because
only earlier write lock znodes prevent the client from obtaining a read lock. It may appear that we have a “herd
effect” when there are several clients waiting for a read
lock and get notified when the “write-” znode with the
lower sequence number is deleted; in fact, this is a desired behavior, all those read clients should be released
since they may now have the lock.

Lock
1 n = create(l + “/lock-”, EPHEMERAL|SEQUENTIAL)
2 C = getChildren(l, false)
3 if n is lowest znode in C, exit
4 p = znode in C ordered just before n
5 if exists(p, true) wait for watch event
6 goto 2
Unlock
1 delete(n)

The use of the SEQUENTIAL flag in line 1 of Lock
orders the client’s attempt to acquire the lock with respect to all other attempts. If the client’s znode has the
lowest sequence number at line 3, the client holds the
lock. Otherwise, the client waits for deletion of the znode that either has the lock or will receive the lock before this client’s znode. By only watching the znode
that precedes the client’s znode, we avoid the herd effect
by only waking up one process when a lock is released
or a lock request is abandoned. Once the znode being
watched by the client goes away, the client must check
if it now holds the lock. (The previous lock request may
have been abandoned and there is a znode with a lower
sequence number still waiting for or holding the lock.)
Releasing a lock is as simple as deleting the znode n that represents the lock request. By using the

Double Barrier Double barriers enable clients to synchronize the beginning and the end of a computation.
When enough processes, defined by the barrier threshold, have joined the barrier, processes start their computation and leave the barrier once they have finished. We
represent a barrier in ZooKeeper with a znode, referred
to as b. Every process p registers with b – by creating
a znode as a child of b – on entry, and unregisters – removes the child – when it is ready to leave. Processes
can enter the barrier when the number of child znodes
of b exceeds the barrier threshold. Processes can leave
the barrier when all of the processes have removed their
children. We use watches to efficiently wait for enter and
6

Katta Katta [17] is a distributed indexer that uses ZooKeeper for coordination, and it is an example of a nonYahoo! application. Katta divides the work of indexing
using shards. A master server assigns shards to slaves
and tracks progress. Slaves can fail, so the master must
redistribute load as slaves come and go. The master can
also fail, so other servers must be ready to take over in
case of failure. Katta uses ZooKeeper to track the status
of slave servers and the master (group membership),
and to handle master failover (leader election). Katta
also uses ZooKeeper to track and propagate the assignments of shards to slaves (configuration management).

exit conditions to be satisfied. To enter, processes watch
for the existence of a ready child of b that will be created by the process that causes the number of children to
exceed the barrier threshold. To leave, processes watch
for a particular child to disappear and only check the exit
condition once that znode has been removed.

3

ZooKeeper Applications

We now describe some applications that use ZooKeeper,
and explain briefly how they use it. We show the primitives of each example in bold.
The Fetching Service Crawling is an important part of
a search engine, and Yahoo! crawls billions of Web documents. The Fetching Service (FS) is part of the Yahoo!
crawler and it is currently in production. Essentially, it
has master processes that command page-fetching processes. The master provides the fetchers with configuration, and the fetchers write back informing of their status
and health. The main advantages of using ZooKeeper
for FS are recovering from failures of masters, guaranteeing availability despite failures, and decoupling the
clients from the servers, allowing them to direct their request to healthy servers by just reading their status from
ZooKeeper. Thus, FS uses ZooKeeper mainly to manage configuration metadata, although it also uses ZooKeeper to elect masters (leader election).

Yahoo! Message Broker Yahoo! Message Broker
(YMB) is a distributed publish-subscribe system. The
system manages thousands of topics that clients can publish messages to and receive messages from. The topics
are distributed among a set of servers to provide scalability. Each topic is replicated using a primary-backup
scheme that ensures messages are replicated to two machines to ensure reliable message delivery. The servers
that makeup YMB use a shared-nothing distributed architecture which makes coordination essential for correct
operation. YMB uses ZooKeeper to manage the distribution of topics (configuration metadata), deal with failures of machines in the system (failure detection and
group membership), and control system operation.
broker domain
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Figure 3: The layout of Yahoo! Message Broker (YMB)
structures in ZooKeeper

12h 18h 24h 30h 36h 42h 48h 54h 60h 66h
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Figure 2: Workload for one ZK server with the Fetching
Service. Each point represents a one-second sample.

Figure 3 shows part of the znode data layout for YMB.
Each broker domain has a znode called nodes that has
an ephemeral znode for each of the active servers that
compose the YMB service. Each YMB server creates
an ephemeral znode under nodes with load and status information providing both group membership and
status information through ZooKeeper. Nodes such as
shutdown and migration prohibited are monitored by all of the servers that make up the service and
allow centralized control of YMB. The topics directory has a child znode for each topic managed by YMB.
These topic znodes have child znodes that indicate the

Figure 2 shows the read and write traffic for a ZooKeeper server used by FS through a period of three days.
To generate this graph, we count the number of operations for every second during the period, and each point
corresponds to the number of operations in that second.
We observe that the read traffic is much higher compared
to the write traffic. During periods in which the rate is
higher than 1, 000 operations per second, the read:write
ratio varies between 10:1 and 100:1. The read operations
in this workload are getData(), getChildren(),
and exists(), in increasing order of prevalence.
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primary and backup server for each topic along with the
subscribers of that topic. The primary and backup
server znodes not only allow servers to discover the
servers in charge of a topic, but they also manage leader
election and server crashes.

message proposals consisting of state changes from the
leader and agree upon state changes.

4.1

Since the messaging layer is atomic, we guarantee that
the local replicas never diverge, although at any point in
time some servers may have applied more transactions
than others. Unlike the requests sent from clients, the
transactions are idempotent. When the leader receives
a write request, it calculates what the state of the system will be when the write is applied and transforms it
into a transaction that captures this new state. The future state must be calculated because there may be outstanding transactions that have not yet been applied to
the database. For example, if a client does a conditional
setData and the version number in the request matches
the future version number of the znode being updated,
the service generates a setDataTXN that contains the
new data, the new version number, and updated time
stamps. If an error occurs, such as mismatched version
numbers or the znode to be updated does not exist, an
errorTXN is generated instead.

ZooKeeper Service
Write
Request

Request
Processor

Response

txn
Replicated
Database
Atomic
Broadcast

txn

Read
Request

Figure 4: The components of the ZooKeeper service.
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Request Processor

ZooKeeper Implementation

ZooKeeper provides high availability by replicating the
ZooKeeper data on each server that composes the service. We assume that servers fail by crashing, and such
faulty servers may later recover. Figure 4 shows the highlevel components of the ZooKeeper service. Upon receiving a request, a server prepares it for execution (request processor). If such a request requires coordination among the servers (write requests), then they use an
agreement protocol (an implementation of atomic broadcast), and finally servers commit changes to the ZooKeeper database fully replicated across all servers of the
ensemble. In the case of read requests, a server simply
reads the state of the local database and generates a response to the request.
The replicated database is an in-memory database containing the entire data tree. Each znode in the tree stores a
maximum of 1MB of data by default, but this maximum
value is a configuration parameter that can be changed in
specific cases. For recoverability, we efficiently log updates to disk, and we force writes to be on the disk media
before they are applied to the in-memory database. In
fact, as Chubby [8], we keep a replay log (a write-ahead
log, in our case) of committed operations and generate
periodic snapshots of the in-memory database.
Every ZooKeeper server services clients. Clients connect to exactly one server to submit its requests. As we
noted earlier, read requests are serviced from the local
replica of each server database. Requests that change the
state of the service, write requests, are processed by an
agreement protocol.
As part of the agreement protocol write requests are
forwarded to a single server, called the leader1 . The
rest of the ZooKeeper servers, called followers, receive

4.2

Atomic Broadcast

All requests that update ZooKeeper state are forwarded
to the leader. The leader executes the request and
broadcasts the change to the ZooKeeper state through
Zab [24], an atomic broadcast protocol. The server that
receives the client request responds to the client when it
delivers the corresponding state change. Zab uses by default simple majority quorums to decide on a proposal,
so Zab and thus ZooKeeper can only work if a majority
of servers are correct (i.e., with 2f + 1 server we can
tolerate f failures).
To achieve high throughput, ZooKeeper tries to keep
the request processing pipeline full. It may have thousands of requests in different parts of the processing
pipeline. Because state changes depend on the application of previous state changes, Zab provides stronger
order guarantees than regular atomic broadcast. More
specifically, Zab guarantees that changes broadcast by a
leader are delivered in the order they were sent and all
changes from previous leaders are delivered to an established leader before it broadcasts its own changes.
There are a few implementation details that simplify
our implementation and give us excellent performance.
We use TCP for our transport so message order is maintained by the network, which allows us to simplify our
implementation. We use the leader chosen by Zab as
the ZooKeeper leader, so that the same process that creates transactions also proposes them. We use the log to
keep track of proposals as the write-ahead log for the in-

1 Details

of leaders and followers, as part of the agreement protocol,
are out of the scope of this paper.
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memory database, so that we do not have to write messages twice to disk.
During normal operation Zab does deliver all messages in order and exactly once, but since Zab does not
persistently record the id of every message delivered,
Zab may redeliver a message during recovery. Because
we use idempotent transactions, multiple delivery is acceptable as long as they are delivered in order. In fact,
ZooKeeper requires Zab to redeliver at least all messages
that were delivered after the start of the last snapshot.

4.3

sponds to that update. Servers process writes in order
and do not process other writes or reads concurrently.
This ensures strict succession of notifications. Note that
servers handle notifications locally. Only the server that
a client is connected to tracks and triggers notifications
for that client.
Read requests are handled locally at each server. Each
read request is processed and tagged with a zxid that corresponds to the last transaction seen by the server. This
zxid defines the partial order of the read requests with respect to the write requests. By processing reads locally,
we obtain excellent read performance because it is just an
in-memory operation on the local server, and there is no
disk activity or agreement protocol to run. This design
choice is key to achieving our goal of excellent performance with read-dominant workloads.
One drawback of using fast reads is not guaranteeing
precedence order for read operations. That is, a read operation may return a stale value, even though a more
recent update to the same znode has been committed.
Not all of our applications require precedence order, but
for applications that do require it, we have implemented
sync. This primitive executes asynchronously and is
ordered by the leader after all pending writes to its local replica. To guarantee that a given read operation returns the latest updated value, a client calls sync followed by the read operation. The FIFO order guarantee
of client operations together with the global guarantee of
sync enables the result of the read operation to reflect
any changes that happened before the sync was issued.
In our implementation, we do not need to atomically
broadcast sync as we use a leader-based algorithm, and
we simply place the sync operation at the end of the
queue of requests between the leader and the server executing the call to sync. In order for this to work, the
follower must be sure that the leader is still the leader.
If there are pending transactions that commit, then the
server does not suspect the leader. If the pending queue
is empty, the leader needs to issue a null transaction to
commit and orders the sync after that transaction. This
has the nice property that when the leader is under load,
no extra broadcast traffic is generated. In our implementation, timeouts are set such that leaders realize they are
not leaders before followers abandon them, so we do not
issue the null transaction.
ZooKeeper servers process requests from clients in
FIFO order. Responses include the zxid that the response
is relative to. Even heartbeat messages during intervals
of no activity include the last zxid seen by the server that
the client is connected to. If the client connects to a new
server, that new server ensures that its view of the ZooKeeper data is at least as recent as the view of the client
by checking the last zxid of the client against its last zxid.
If the client has a more recent view than the server, the

Replicated Database

Each replica has a copy in memory of the ZooKeeper
state. When a ZooKeeper server recovers from a crash, it
needs to recover this internal state. Replaying all delivered messages to recover state would take prohibitively
long after running the server for a while, so ZooKeeper
uses periodic snapshots and only requires redelivery of
messages since the start of the snapshot. We call ZooKeeper snapshots fuzzy snapshots since we do not lock
the ZooKeeper state to take the snapshot; instead, we do
a depth first scan of the tree atomically reading each znode’s data and meta-data and writing them to disk. Since
the resulting fuzzy snapshot may have applied some subset of the state changes delivered during the generation of
the snapshot, the result may not correspond to the state
of ZooKeeper at any point in time. However, since state
changes are idempotent, we can apply them twice as long
as we apply the state changes in order.
For example, assume that in a ZooKeeper data tree two
nodes /foo and /goo have values f1 and g1 respectively and both are at version 1 when the fuzzy snapshot begins, and the following stream of state changes
arrive having the form htransactionType, path,
value, new-versioni:
hSetDataTXN, /foo, f2, 2i
hSetDataTXN, /goo, g2, 2i
hSetDataTXN, /foo, f3, 3i

After processing these state changes, /foo and /goo
have values f3 and g2 with versions 3 and 2 respectively. However, the fuzzy snapshot may have recorded
that /foo and /goo have values f3 and g1 with versions 3 and 1 respectively, which was not a valid state
of the ZooKeeper data tree. If the server crashes and
recovers with this snapshot and Zab redelivers the state
changes, the resulting state corresponds to the state of the
service before the crash.

4.4

Client-Server Interactions

When a server processes a write request, it also sends out
and clears notifications relative to any watch that corre9

server does not reestablish the session with the client until the server has caught up. The client is guaranteed to
be able to find another server that has a recent view of the
system since the client only sees changes that have been
replicated to a majority of the ZooKeeper servers. This
behavior is important to guarantee durability.
To detect client session failures, ZooKeeper uses timeouts. The leader determines that there has been a failure
if no other server receives anything from a client session within the session timeout. If the client sends requests frequently enough, then there is no need to send
any other message. Otherwise, the client sends heartbeat
messages during periods of low activity. If the client
cannot communicate with a server to send a request or
heartbeat, it connects to a different ZooKeeper server to
re-establish its session. To prevent the session from timing out, the ZooKeeper client library sends a heartbeat
after the session has been idle for s/3 ms and switch to a
new server if it has not heard from a server for 2s/3 ms,
where s is the session timeout in milliseconds.
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go to the leader, but does not get broadcast.) Clients
send counts of the number of completed operations every 300ms and we sample every 6s. To prevent memory
overflows, servers throttle the number of concurrent requests in the system. ZooKeeper uses request throttling
to keep servers from being overwhelmed. For these experiments, we configured the ZooKeeper servers to have
a maximum of 2, 000 total requests in process.

3 servers
5 servers
7 servers
9 servers
13 servers

80000

Operations per second

70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

0

20

40
60
Percentage of read requests

80

100

Figure 5: The throughput performance of a saturated system as the ratio of reads to writes vary.

Evaluation

We performed all of our evaluation on a cluster of 50
servers. Each server has one Xeon dual-core 2.1GHz
processor, 4GB of RAM, gigabit ethernet, and two SATA
hard drives. We split the following discussion into two
parts: throughput and latency of requests.

5.1

Throughput of saturated system

90000

Servers
13
9
7
5
3

Throughput

100% Reads
460k
296k
257k
165k
87k

0% Reads
8k
12k
14k
18k
21k

Table 1: The throughput performance of the extremes of
a saturated system.

To evaluate our system, we benchmark throughput when
the system is saturated and the changes in throughput
for various injected failures. We varied the number of
servers that make up the ZooKeeper service, but always
kept the number of clients the same. To simulate a large
number of clients, we used 35 machines to simulate 250
simultaneous clients.
We have a Java implementation of the ZooKeeper
server, and both Java and C clients2 . For these experiments, we used the Java server configured to log to one
dedicated disk and take snapshots on another. Our benchmark client uses the asynchronous Java client API, and
each client has at least 100 requests outstanding. Each
request consists of a read or write of 1K of data. We
do not show benchmarks for other operations since the
performance of all the operations that modify state are
approximately the same, and the performance of nonstate modifying operations, excluding sync, are approximately the same. (The performance of sync approximates that of a light-weight write, since the request must

In Figure 5, we show throughput as we vary the ratio
of read to write requests, and each curve corresponds to
a different number of servers providing the ZooKeeper
service. Table 1 shows the numbers at the extremes of
the read loads. Read throughput is higher than write
throughput because reads do not use atomic broadcast.
The graph also shows that the number of servers also has
a negative impact on the performance of the broadcast
protocol. From these graphs, we observe that the number
of servers in the system does not only impact the number of failures that the service can handle, but also the
workload the service can handle. Note that the curve for
three servers crosses the others around 60%. This situation is not exclusive of the three-server configuration,
and happens for all configurations due to the parallelism
local reads enable. It is not observable for other configurations in the figure, however, because we have capped
the maximum y-axis throughput for readability.
There are two reasons for write requests taking longer
than read requests. First, write requests must go through
atomic broadcast, which requires some extra processing

2 The

implementation is publicly available at http://hadoop.
apache.org/zookeeper.
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and adds latency to requests. The other reason for longer
processing of write requests is that servers must ensure
that transactions are logged to non-volatile store before
sending acknowledgments back to the leader. In principle, this requirement is excessive, but for our production systems we trade performance for reliability since
ZooKeeper constitutes application ground truth. We use
more servers to tolerate more faults. We increase write
throughput by partitioning the ZooKeeper data into multiple ZooKeeper ensembles. This performance trade off
between replication and partitioning has been previously
observed by Gray et al. [12].

Requests per second

60000

70000

40000
30000
20000
10000
20

40
60
Percentage of read requests

80

20000

2

4

6

8
Size of ensemble

10

12
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versions all require CPU. The contention for CPU lowers ZooKeeper throughput to substantially less than the
atomic broadcast component in isolation. Because ZooKeeper is a critical production component, up to now our
development focus for ZooKeeper has been correctness
and robustness. There are plenty of opportunities for improving performance significantly by eliminating things
like extra copies, multiple serializations of the same object, more efficient internal data structures, etc.

50000

0

30000

Figure 7: Average throughput of the atomic broadcast
component in isolation. Error bars denote the minimum
and maximum values.
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0
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Throughput of saturated system (all requests to leader)
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Atomic Broadcast Throughput
70000
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Figure 6: Throughput of a saturated system, varying the
ratio of reads to writes when all clients connect to the
leader.

Time series with failures

70000

Throughput

Operations per second

60000

ZooKeeper is able to achieve such high throughput by
distributing load across the servers that makeup the service. We can distribute the load because of our relaxed
consistency guarantees. Chubby clients instead direct all
requests to the leader. Figure 6 shows what happens if
we do not take advantage of this relaxation and forced
the clients to only connect to the leader. As expected the
throughput is much lower for read-dominant workloads,
but even for write-dominant workloads the throughput is
lower. The extra CPU and network load caused by servicing clients impacts the ability of the leader to coordinate the broadcast of the proposals, which in turn adversely impacts the overall write performance.
The atomic broadcast protocol does most of the work
of the system and thus limits the performance of ZooKeeper more than any other component. Figure 7 shows
the throughput of the atomic broadcast component. To
benchmark its performance we simulate clients by generating the transactions directly at the leader, so there is
no client connections or client requests and replies. At
maximum throughput the atomic broadcast component
becomes CPU bound. In theory the performance of Figure 7 would match the performance of ZooKeeper with
100% writes. However, the ZooKeeper client communication, ACL checks, and request to transaction con-
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4c

30000

2

1

4a

6

4b

20000
10000
0

3
0

50

100
150
200
Seconds since start of series

5
250

300

Figure 8: Throughput upon failures.
To show the behavior of the system over time as failures are injected we ran a ZooKeeper service made up
of 5 machines. We ran the same saturation benchmark
as before, but this time we kept the write percentage at
a constant 30%, which is a conservative ratio of our expected workloads. Periodically we killed some of the
server processes. Figure 8 shows the system throughput
as it changes over time. The events marked in the figure
are the following:
1. Failure and recovery of a follower;
2. Failure and recovery of a different follower;
3. Failure of the leader;
4. Failure of two followers (a, b) in the first two marks,
and recovery at the third mark (c);
5. Failure of the leader.
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6. Recovery of the leader.
There are a few important observations from this
graph. First, if followers fail and recover quickly, then
ZooKeeper is able to sustain a high throughput despite
the failure. The failure of a single follower does not prevent servers from forming a quorum, and only reduces
throughput roughly by the share of read requests that the
server was processing before failing. Second, our leader
election algorithm is able to recover fast enough to prevent throughput from dropping substantially. In our observations, ZooKeeper takes less than 200ms to elect a
new leader. Thus, although servers stop serving requests
for a fraction of second, we do not observe a throughput
of zero due to our sampling period, which is on the order
of seconds. Third, even if followers take more time to recover, ZooKeeper is able to raise throughput again once
they start processing requests. One reason that we do
not recover to the full throughput level after events 1, 2,
and 4 is that the clients only switch followers when their
connection to the follower is broken. Thus, after event 4
the clients do not redistribute themselves until the leader
fails at events 3 and 5. In practice such imbalances work
themselves out over time as clients come and go.

5.2

# of barriers
200
400
800
1600

5.3

Performance of barriers

In this experiment, we execute a number of barriers sequentially to assess the performance of primitives implemented with ZooKeeper. For a given number of barriers
b, each client first enters all b barriers, and then it leaves
all b barriers in succession. As we use the double-barrier
algorithm of Section 2.4, a client first waits for all other
clients to execute the enter() procedure before moving to next call (similarly for leave()).
We report the results of our experiments in Table 3.
In this experiment, we have 50, 100, and 200 clients
entering a number b of barriers in succession, b ∈
{200, 400, 800, 1600}. Although an application can have
thousands of ZooKeeper clients, quite often a much
smaller subset participates in each coordination operation as clients are often grouped according to the
specifics of the application.
Two interesting observations from this experiment are
that the time to process all barriers increase roughly linearly with the number of barriers, showing that concurrent access to the same part of the data tree did not produce any unexpected delay, and that latency increases
proportionally to the number of clients. This is a consequence of not saturating the ZooKeeper service. In
fact, we observe that even with clients proceeding in
lock-step, the throughput of barrier operations (enter and
leave) is between 1,950 and 3,100 operations per second
in all cases. In ZooKeeper operations, this corresponds
to throughput values between 10,700 and 17,000 operations per second. As in our implementation we have a
ratio of reads to writes of 4:1 (80% of read operations),
the throughput our benchmark code uses is much lower
compared to the raw throughput ZooKeeper can achieve
(over 40,000 according to Figure 5). This is due to clients
waiting on other clients.

To assess the latency of requests, we created a benchmark modeled after the Chubby benchmark [6]. We create a worker process that simply sends a create, waits
for it to finish, sends an asynchronous delete of the new
node, and then starts the next create. We vary the number
of workers accordingly, and for each run, we have each
worker create 50,000 nodes. We calculate the throughput
by dividing the number of create requests completed by
the total time it took for all the workers to complete.

3
776
2074
2740

# of clients
100
200
19.8
41.0
34.1
62.0
55.9
112.1
102.7 234.4

Table 3: Barrier experiment with time in seconds. Each
point is the average of the time for each client to finish
over five runs.

Latency of requests

Workers
1
10
20

50
9.4
16.4
28.9
54.0

Number of servers
5
7
9
748
758
711
1832 1572 1540
2336 1934 1890

Table 2: Create requests processed per second.
Table 2 show the results of our benchmark. The create requests include 1K of data, rather than 5 bytes in
the Chubby benchmark, to better coincide with our expected use. Even with these larger requests, the throughput of ZooKeeper is more than 3 times higher than the
published throughput of Chubby. The throughput of the
single ZooKeeper worker benchmark indicates that the
average request latency is 1.2ms for three servers and
1.4ms for 9 servers.

6

Related work

ZooKeeper has the goal of providing a service that mitigates the problem of coordinating processes in distributed applications. To achieve this goal, its design uses
ideas from previous coordination services, fault tolerant
systems, distributed algorithms, and file systems.
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We are not the first to propose a system for the coordination of distributed applications. Some early systems
propose a distributed lock service for transactional applications [13], and for sharing information in clusters
of computers [19]. More recently, Chubby proposes a
system to manage advisory locks for distributed applications [6]. Chubby shares several of the goals of ZooKeeper. It also has a file-system-like interface, and it uses
an agreement protocol to guarantee the consistency of the
replicas. However, ZooKeeper is not a lock service. It
can be used by clients to implement locks, but there are
no lock operations in its API. Unlike Chubby, ZooKeeper
allows clients to connect to any ZooKeeper server, not
just the leader. ZooKeeper clients can use their local
replicas to serve data and manage watches since its consistency model is much more relaxed than Chubby. This
enables ZooKeeper to provide higher performance than
Chubby, allowing applications to make more extensive
use of ZooKeeper.
There have been fault-tolerant systems proposed in
the literature with the goal of mitigating the problem of
building fault-tolerant distributed applications. One early
system is ISIS [5]. The ISIS system transforms abstract
type specifications into fault-tolerant distributed objects,
thus making fault-tolerance mechanisms transparent to
users. Horus [30] and Ensemble [31] are systems that
evolved from ISIS. ZooKeeper embraces the notion of
virtual synchrony of ISIS. Finally, Totem guarantees total
order of message delivery in an architecture that exploits
hardware broadcasts of local area networks [22]. ZooKeeper works with a wide variety of network topologies
which motivated us to rely on TCP connections between
server processes and not assume any special topology or
hardware features. We also do not expose any of the ensemble communication used internally in ZooKeeper.
One important technique for building fault-tolerant
services is state-machine replication [26], and Paxos [20]
is an algorithm that enables efficient implementations
of replicated state-machines for asynchronous systems.
We use an algorithm that shares some of the characteristics of Paxos, but that combines transaction logging
needed for consensus with write-ahead logging needed
for data tree recovery to enable an efficient implementation. There have been proposals of protocols for practical
implementations of Byzantine-tolerant replicated statemachines [7, 10, 18, 1, 28]. ZooKeeper does not assume
that servers can be Byzantine, but we do employ mechanisms such as checksums and sanity checks to catch
non-malicious Byzantine faults. Clement et al. discuss an approach to make ZooKeeper fully Byzantine
fault-tolerant without modifying the current server code
base [9]. To date, we have not observed faults in production that would have been prevented using a fully Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol. [29].

Boxwood [21] is a system that uses distributed lock
servers. Boxwood provides higher-level abstractions to
applications, and it relies upon a distributed lock service
based on Paxos. Like Boxwood, ZooKeeper is a component used to build distributed systems. ZooKeeper,
however, has high-performance requirements and is used
more extensively in client applications. ZooKeeper exposes lower-level primitives that applications use to implement higher-level primitives.
ZooKeeper resembles a small file system, but it only
provides a small subset of the file system operations
and adds functionality not present in most file systems
such as ordering guarantees and conditional writes. ZooKeeper watches, however, are similar in spirit to the
cache callbacks of AFS [16].
Sinfonia [2] introduces mini-transactions, a new
paradigm for building scalable distributed systems. Sinfonia has been designed to store application data,
whereas ZooKeeper stores application metadata. ZooKeeper keeps its state fully replicated and in memory for
high performance and consistent latency. Our use of file
system like operations and ordering enables functionality
similar to mini-transactions. The znode is a convenient
abstraction upon which we add watches, a functionality
missing in Sinfonia. Dynamo [11] allows clients to get
and put relatively small (less than 1M) amounts of data in
a distributed key-value store. Unlike ZooKeeper, the key
space in Dynamo is not hierarchal. Dynamo also does
not provide strong durability and consistency guarantees
for writes, but instead resolves conflicts on reads.
DepSpace [4] uses a tuple space to provide a Byzantine fault-tolerant service. Like ZooKeeper DepSpace
uses a simple server interface to implement strong synchronization primitives at the client. While DepSpace’s
performance is much lower than ZooKeeper, it provides
stronger fault tolerance and confidentiality guarantees.

7

Conclusions

ZooKeeper takes a wait-free approach to the problem of
coordinating processes in distributed systems, by exposing wait-free objects to clients. We have found ZooKeeper to be useful for several applications inside and
outside Yahoo!. ZooKeeper achieves throughput values of hundreds of thousands of operations per second
for read-dominant workloads by using fast reads with
watches, both of which served by local replicas. Although our consistency guarantees for reads and watches
appear to be weak, we have shown with our use cases that
this combination allows us to implement efficient and
sophisticated coordination protocols at the client even
though reads are not precedence-ordered and the implementation of data objects is wait-free. The wait-free
property has proved to be essential for high performance.
13

Although we have described only a few applications,
there are many others using ZooKeeper. We believe such
a success is due to its simple interface and the powerful
abstractions that one can implement through this interface. Further, because of the high-throughput of ZooKeeper, applications can make extensive use of it, not
only course-grained locking.
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